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In june 2017 we offered a review about current investments of VC funds and market 
forecasts.

At the time, a certain optimism on the evolution of the VR/AR market was still present 
according to the figures provided by Digi-Capital.

An article recently published by The Economist (“Get Real. A reality check for virtual 
headsets”) shows that the wind of change may be coming, that the massive technology 
adoption may be driven by gamers but that all forecasts fall short.

This e-paper is intended to update the scenario.
Virtual Reality (VR) has been identified by top investment funds, and by corporate 
and investment banks, as more than a hype: it is the next big thing to happen. There 
are plenty of opportunities to invest and make a significant return. There have 
been unicorns but also many bad experiences with significant losses.

What is the market forecast? Many sources state that the market will experience a huge 
growth. But again there are bears and bulls. In general terms, even the most cautious 
agree on the growth of the VR market, considering that the VR world includes Augmented 
Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality.

This post is intended to help  
on this with a marketing vision:
✔ 1. What is the market?

✔ 2. Who are the players?

✔ 3. What are the forecasts?

✔ 4. With special attention to WiiFM (stay tuned to WiiFM)

Prologue

https://www.economist.com/news/business/21724863-vr-has-been-more-about-hype-substance-will-change-reality-check-virtual?frsc=dg%7Ce
https://www.economist.com/news/business/21724863-vr-has-been-more-about-hype-substance-will-change-reality-check-virtual?frsc=dg%7Ce
https://venturebeat.com/2016/10/03/vcs-invest-record-500-million-in-augmented-and-virtual-reality-in-q3/
https://venturebeat.com/2016/10/03/vcs-invest-record-500-million-in-augmented-and-virtual-reality-in-q3/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-20/apple-s-next-big-thing
http://www.lifehack.org/368366/5-reasons-why-virtual-reality-the-next-big-thing
https://techcrunch.com/2016/05/24/the-reality-of-augmented-and-virtual-reality-venture-capital/
https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/tmt-pred16-media-virtual-reality-billion-dollar-niche.html
http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/digital-blog/3-things-to-watch-coming-out-of-sxsw-interactive
https://www.capgemini-consulting.com/blog/customer-experience/2016/07/looking-into-the-future-of-reality
https://www.capgemini-consulting.com/blog/customer-experience/2016/07/looking-into-the-future-of-reality
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/performing-mixed-reality
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The VR/AR market: is there a hype?

The acquisition of the VR startup Oculus in 2014 by Mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook opens 
the era of serious investments in the VR arena. Many statistics still remark the disturbing 
effect that this visionary decision had in the market dynamics. But Zuckerberg described 
the VR technology as “incredible” and made an early movement that definitively caught 
the attention of other investors. Facebook recently hired Hugo Barra, a leading executive 
coming from Google and the Chinese fast growing success Xiaomi. Barra is leading the 
VR division and has started to offer “Spaces”, an innovative application were friends 
can socialize by means of VR meetings.

The forecast made by Goldman & Sachs in January 2016 envisions US$80 billion by 2025:

http://mashable.com/2017/05/10/zuckerberg-oculus-trial-transcript-future-of-vr/#nu1AI8N6e5qD
http://mashable.com/2017/05/10/zuckerberg-oculus-trial-transcript-future-of-vr/#nu1AI8N6e5qD
http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/technology-driving-innovation-folder/virtual-and-augmented-reality/report.pdf
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A very significant part, more than 50%, corresponds to hardware and its related key 
enabling technologies (KETs).

Goldman & Sachs literally states that the market will reach US$ 80 billion by 2025:

“The race for the next computing platform may be over. Heather Bellini of Goldman 
Sachs Research expects virtual and augmented reality to become an $80 billion 
market by 2025, roughly the size of the desktop PC market today. Bellini discusses 
how the technology has improved since earlier launch attempts and how it’s already 
transforming sectors like real estate, healthcare and education”.

Source: Heather Bellini.

Tim Merel, from Digicapitalist, thinks that it will take longer than expected; the AR and MR 
growth is going to happen but later and at a slower pace.

By March 2016, venture 
capital funds had invested 
US$ 1.2 billion in VR

http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/virtual-and-augmented-reality.html
https://techcrunch.com/contributor/tim-merel/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/11/the-reality-of-vrar-growth/
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The information published by the same source (Digi-Capital) shows a total investment at 
that time (March 2016) of US$ 2.6 billion.

Finally, the same source indicates that the installed base of VR/AR/MR devices will 
grow to 300 billion units by 2020, including PC and consoles (10%), mobile VR (20%), 
standalone AR/MR (35%), and smartphones & tablets (35%).

https://www.digi-capital.com/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BPxJRyQjIde/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BPxJRyQjIde/
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Appetite for AR & MR

The market research company Superdata Research disclosed recently that VR funding 
is decreasing but that there is still plenty of appetite for Artificial Reality (AR) and Mixed 
Reality (MR):

Media content giants like HBO, Lionsgate or Disney (i.e., the Jaunt VR acquisition or the 
Disney Accelerator startups) are investing heavily or co-working with VR video content 
companies.

https://www.superdataresearch.com/market-data/virtual-reality-industry-report/
https://www.fastcompany.com/3051252/disney-leads-66m-investment-in-virtual-reality-tech-and-content-company-jauntv
https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/11/walt-disney-co-reveals-9-new-startups-in-the-disney-accelerator-spanning-robotics-cinematic-vr-and-ai/
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Considering that Digi-Capital specializes in digital companies, with their work more 
focused than a generalist company such as G&S, we think that their analysis should be 
mentioned here. Digi-Capital describes several waves for the VR market, and states that 
in H2 2016 the new wave was the 4th one and had just started with huge players now 
investing heavily and assuming a leading role.

For further information we recommend you to visit their blog.

https://www.digi-capital.com/
http://www.goldmansachs.com/?cid=PS_01_05_07_00_00_00_01&mkwid=nCkKjyu8
https://www.digi-capital.com/
http://3dcoil.grupopremo.com/blog/decoding-the-goldman-sachs-report-on-vr-the-ecosystem/#.WSskMnn-s2x
http://3dcoil.grupopremo.com/blog/decoding-the-goldman-sachs-report-on-vr-the-ecosystem/#.WSskMnn-s2x
http://www.digi-capital.com/news/2016/07/virtual-augmented-and-mixed-reality-are-the-4th-wave/#.WWd71NPyhTY
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In brief, this company advises their investors that VR/AR/MR is the next thing to 
happen after the PC, Internet and mobile waves. For those more deeply interested we 
recommend their full report. The new platform wave is VR/AR/MR, but who are the 
players? These are mentioned:

We miss many key players here: some enablers and other key players like Microsoft, NDI, 
Ascension, Polhemus, Mediatek, Nokia Technologies, Sixsense, and Nintendo, among others.

They warn literally that the tsunami and the waves are more like tides that can really destroy 
some business to bring new models to others. What side of the tsunami is yours?

“There are different ways you can pick a wave wrong. If the wave is smaller than you 
expect, you just bob up and down a bit. If the wave is much bigger than you think, you 
get dumped head first into the sand. Not fun. But platform changes are more like tidal 
waves, and are much more dangerous for incumbents than regular waves. When did you 
last use your Nokia?” (Source: Digi-Capital)

www.wired.com

vr.google.com

www.nvidia.com

www.vive.com www.oculus.com

www.playstation.com

blippar.com www.theverge.com

www.jauntvr.com

es.shop.gopro.com

http://3dcoil.grupopremo.com/blog/decoding-the-goldman-sachs-report-on-vr-the-ecosystem/#augmented-virtual-reality
http://3dcoil.grupopremo.com/blog/decoding-the-goldman-sachs-report-on-vr-the-ecosystem/#augmented-virtual-reality
http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-shows-off-hololens-power-2016-10
https://www.ndigital.com/about/
http://www.vrealities.com/products/magnetic%C3%A7
http://sixense.com/
http://www.wired.com
http://www.wired.com
http://vr.google.com
http://vr.google.com
http://www.nvidia.com
http://www.nvidia.com
http://www.vive.com
http://www.vive.com
http://www.oculus.com
http://www.oculus.com
http://www.playstation.com
http://www.playstation.com
http://blippar.com
http://blippar.com
http://www.theverge.com
http://www.theverge.com
http://www.jauntvr.com
http://www.jauntvr.com
http://es.shop.gopro.com
http://es.shop.gopro.com
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The big difference between our two mentioned sources is that AR is expected to be a 
market at least 3 times larger:

A first obvious finding is that AR or VR hardware will account for the lion’s share of the 
cake. This is why tech giants are turning their strategies into KETs. Anyone interested in 
this matter knows that VR/AR has infinite applications but the challenge is getting enough 
processing power (from GPUs and CPUs) with high precision, low energy consumption 
and low cost. In the end hardware is once more the key with a share of more than US$ 30 
billion by 2020. Another KET corresponds to immersive technologies.

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/key-enabling-technologies_en
https://techcrunch.com/2015/03/26/the-biggest-challenges-left-in-virtual-reality-according-to-oculus/
https://iq.intel.com/the-technical-challenges-of-virtual-reality/
https://iq.intel.com/the-technical-challenges-of-virtual-reality/
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/virtual-reality-still-5-big-problems-overcome/
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/virtual-reality-still-5-big-problems-overcome/
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Business Insider has just published the last forecast made by G&S and has updated the 
figure under the “accelerated update” tag, which shows US$110 billion by 2025. In just 
one year the revised figure exceeds US$ 30 billion.

In terms of the current amount of technology adopters, it is significant that they are not any 
more just early adopters. In any case, there is a gap between users and business forecasts, 
so the adoption rate should be much higher. Another source, eMarketer, states that  
“… asking its first look at the augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) video markets, 
research company eMarketer sees strong growth ahead in the U.S. In 2016, 30.7 million people 
used AR monthly, a number that will grow to 40.0 million in 2017 for a 30.2 percent increase. 
The company predicts 48.1 million users in 2018 and 54.4 million in 2019…”

http://www.businessinsider.com/virtual-reality-report-2016-11
http://www.streamingmedia.com/Articles/ReadArticle.aspx?ArticleID=118363
https://www.emarketer.com/
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Discovering the immersive experience

Immersive experience is the key for adoption

The technology adoption cycle is well-known:

We need to know whether we are addressing now the first 2.5% of innovators or entering 
a larger volume phase of the cycle. Early and Late Majorities probably will be the cash 
cows and the consolidation for the platforms, but as technology companies, we know 
that standards and definitions are created in the first two steps. While the adoption 
chart is known, we also know that the adoption speed is increasing dramatically due to 
economies of scale in an ultra-connected and globalized world.
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If telephone adoption by the first early majority took 35 years in the US, TV took 26 years, 
and Internet 7 and social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) just 5 years, make your 
bet. How long will it take for VR/AR to be adopted by 25% of the US population? It seems 
than it will take less than 5 years, probably 3, provided that HW, as a first bottleneck, is 
widely available, affordable, simple, and compatible.

And what about the rest of the world? Will the developing Asian countries just look? We 
rather doubt it; HTC , Sony, Nintendo, Samsung, LG, Lenovo are already big players but 
the second largest world economy has a lot to say about this technology. Chinese firms 
have been quick to research and invest in systems that are smaller, cheaper and wireless, 
and its industry is churning out new products. Most importantly, the Chinese Government 
is supporting this development as mentioned by Xi Jinping as they envision VR as an 
important vector for economic growth. Chinese tech giants are getting ready like Lenovo, 
Huawei , Xiaomi, ZTE…

https://uploadvr.com/chinese-president-vr-b20/
https://uploadvr.com/chinese-president-vr-b20/
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The evolution shown by The Economist mentioning SuperData Research sources is 
promising. Most companies grew from 2016 to 2017 and the average market growth 
will roughly double to 106%. Nevertheless, analysts mention that supply constraints in 
headsets and lack of availability of devices like Oculus Rift in 2016 delayed both HW 
and SW revenues. However, as far as we now, those issues have been overcome and big 
players are focused on developing more user-friendly, wireless HW platforms. 2016 
was considered the VR year, but the true reality is that just 6.3 million headsets were 
shipped, most of them simple and low-cost devices, like the Samsung Gear VR used with 
smartphones as the screen. The high-end market, i.e., Oculos Rift, only supplied 200,000 
devices globally. A big success but still far from the early majority adoption group. 
Most of last year forecasts have been updated to a lower adoption pace. For example, 
SuperData reviewed its January 2016 data and cut the total HW and SW revenue down to 
US$ 3.6 billion from US$ 5.1 billion.

Experts mention several hurdles to mass adoption:

  Gear is expensive and awkwardly heavy or clumsy.
 SOLUTION: New HW developments coming to market in the following quarters are 

lightweight, stylish, and wireless.

  A powerful computer or gaming3ole is required. 
SOLUTION: Standalone systems are being developed worldwide.

  Consumers do not spend on a HW without many available applications/games. 
SOLUTION: Big players are setting platforms to coders and developers and 
strengthening their ecosystems as announced by Facebook in F8 2017 ,Google I/O 
2017 and Microsoft Build 2017 Developers Conferences.

  Developers don’t invest in a small and fragmented market of different not 
compatible headsets that require a lot of repeated coding efforts. 
SOLUTION: See above.

  The way 3s have to wave around handheld controllers to input movements falls 
short of VR promises. 
SOLUTION: Electromagnetic Tracking, Electromagnetic Motion Capture and Wireless 
IMUs turn haptics, immersion and presence experiences into reality.

https://www.superdataresearch.com/market-data/virtual-reality-industry-report/
http://3dcoil.grupopremo.com/blog/observatory-of-vrar-motion-tracking/
https://events.google.com/io/
https://events.google.com/io/
https://build.microsoft.com/
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We researched the sources and news are good, especially for us, HW developers and 
manufacturers, as there is a clear need for high quality reliable, wireless and affordable 
hardware to run applications over. Nevertheless, HW, as usual, will be surpassed by SW by 
2020. We have seen this in other platforms (PC’s, smartphones, ICT’s and smart vehicles).
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Removing the barriers of the market

Our own experience tells us that most of the barriers described above are being seriously 
addressed and most of them solved. Especially the need for haptics, sensors, and the 
feeling of real presence. The full immersive experience will be a key issue, and this will 
change completely the way users interact with the VR environment. The massive use 
of Electromagnetic Motion trackers for MOCAP (Motion Capture) makes HW simple, 
affordable and wireless.

In june 2017 in Los Angeles E3, a month earlier in Seoul during the World IT Show WIS 
2017, later in July on the occasion of VAARWorld in London, a few weeks earlier in Madrid 
DES2017, and also in June in AWE2017, in Santa Clara we have seen a revolution in the 
offer and whole new set of companies addressing the issues of immersion and presence 
and a clear vision of large players like Microsoft, Google and Facebook, to develop 
platforms and coders easier in order to accelerate their adoption.

Gamers have a first and important voice. Augmented and Mixed Reality, which allows 
users to overlay the digital world onto the real one, has more and more everyday 
applications. Apple, Google and Microsoft, with its Hololens and its definition of MR, 
believe that AR MR will become a bigger phenomenon than VR.

These are our findings from the shows. For more information feel free to check out our 
articles on VR & AR World as a starting point and the Observatory of VR/AR Motion Tracking.

https://www.e3expo.com/show-info/2895/about-e3/
https://www.facebook.com/VRARWorld/
https://www.des-madrid.com/
https://www.des-madrid.com/
http://www.augmentedworldexpo.com/
http://3dcoil.grupopremo.com/blog/vr-ar-world-starting-point/
http://3dcoil.grupopremo.com/blog/observatory-of-vrar-motion-tracking/
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